JANOME BULLETIN
Serious free-motion quilting accessories for serious quilters
The JANOME 1600P series of high-speed straight stitch machines has been lauded by
quilters for their speed and beautiful straight stitch. JANOME has developed two new and
exciting free-motion quilting presser feet sets to complement the 1600P QC which was
recently released with additional quilter and quilting frame friendly features.
Convertible Free-Motion Quilting Foot Set for
1600P Series
Part No: 767 433 004
(Blister Packed)

Now
available!

The industrial shank version of the popular
convertible free-motion foot set released last year,
this set includes foot holder, open toe and closed
toe feet and a darning plate for table top freemotion quilting.
Point 1: Streamlined foot for improved visibility.
Point 2: Reduced vibration and professionallevel durability.
Point 3: Interchangeable feet to maximize utility.

Open-toe foot:
Opening faces FORWARD for
table-top sewing.

Convertible Free-Motion Frame Quilting Feet for 1600P Series
Part No: 767 434 005
(Blister Packed)

NEW!

This set includes 1/4 inch Ruler Foot and
Open-toe Frame Quilting Foot which are
designed specifically for frame quilting, the
forte of the new 1600P QC.
1/4 inch Ruler Foot:
Back of foot has high ‘heel’ and 1/2”
diameter for free-motion quilting with 1/4”
thick quilt rulers and long-arm quilting
templates
Open-toe Frame Quilting Foot:
Opening faces SIDEWAYS to face quilter
at handles of quilt frame.
Professional free-motion quilting tip
When free-motion quilting with the 1600 series, including when
mounted on a quilt frame, you may want to lower the tension of the
bobbin holder in addition to adjusting the upper tension. Before
lowering the tension, use a tiny drop of nail polish or correction fluid
to mark the original position of the screw on the holder. As tension
needs will change depending on threads, fabrics and batting, do as
many tests as needed before actually quilting your quilt top.
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